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from Québec International’s
support network for your
next business project.
The Québec City area, it’s simple!
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Access to
a market of

over 1 billion
consumers
(CETA and CUSMA)*
*Global Affairs Canada,
2019

MANUFACTURING

Thanks to its geographical
location, Québec City
is a major economic
hub that is supported
by a strong and diverse
industrial landscape.
These advantages
convinced the Kerry
Group to open a brandnew production plant in
the Québec City region
and helped Volvo/Prevost
to position itself as
a leader in global markets.

QUÉBEC CITY’S MANUFACTURING SECTOR


environment

A stimulating

Québec City offers major competitive advantages
to business and investors, which help to reduce
operating costs, maximize profitability and benefit
from tax measures to stimulate growth.

#1 in the world

1

for low operating costs
*KPMG, 2018

Founded in Sainte-Claire, Québec nearly 100 years ago,
Prevost is one of the largest North American manufacturers
of high-end coaches. Thanks to its expertise and high-quality
vehicles, the company—along with over 1000 employees—
became a part of Volvo, a Swedish multinational company,
in 1995. The Québec City factory produces more than
600 coaches every year. The company’s reputation
is so renowned that it manufactured Barack Obama’s
campaign buses.

With a fast-growing economy that is still going strong
for the past 20 years, Québec City, which is situated
at the heart of North Amercian markets, is fertile ground
for businesses and the springboard to expand abroad.

$35.8B GDP
in 2018*

Québec City’s workforce
is highly skilled,
technically qualified,
and located close
to the United States.
- André Amyot, Kerry Group

* Conference Board
Canada, 2019

Kerry Group specializes in the production of aseptically
packed beverages. The factory exports the majority of
its production to North America, Mexico, Europe and Asia.
The Ste-Claire factory has been in operation for over
40 years and was acquired by the Kerry Group in 2004.
The company recently invested nearly $24 million in
a brand-new production line in Québec.

View their complete testimonials at SimpleQuebec.com

Québec offers a true
international potential.
We are located in Québec,
but 80% of our sales
are actually outside
of Canada.
- François Tremblay, Prevost

Set up a business
in Québec City.
Benefit from:

Affordable
green
and renewable
energy

A qualified,
dedicated and
stable
workforce

An efficient
logistics hub

